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Abstract -This paper studies optimum signal combining for space diversity reception in cellular mobile radio systems. With optimum combining,
the signals received by the antennas are weighted and combined to maximize the output signal-to-interference-plus-noiseratio. Thus, with cochanne1 interference, space diversityis used not only to combat Rayleigh fading
of the desired signal (aswith maximal ratio combining) but also to reduce
signals atthereceiver.Weuse
analytical and
thepowerofinterfering
computer simulation techniques to determine the performance of optimum
combining when the received desired and interfering signals are subject to
Rayleighfading.Resultsshowthatoptimumcombining
is significantly
better than maximal ratio combining even when the number of interferers
is greater than the number of antennas. Results for typical .cellular mobile
radiosystemsshowthatoptimumcombiningincreasestheoutputsignalto-interference ratio at the receiver by several decibels. Thus, systems can
requirefewerbaseslationantennasand/orachieveincreasedchannel
capacity through greater frequency reuse. We also describe techniques for
implementing optimum combining with least mean square (LMS) adaptive
arrays.

INTRODUCTION
I.

S

array techniques at the receiver (e.g., [2]-[4]). We will not
analyzetheperformance
of thevariousadaptive
array
techniques in this paper,but only study the performance
of
the optimum combiner that maximizes the output SINR.
Although the adaptive array (i.e., optimum combiner) has
beenstudiedextensively,ithasnotbeenpreviously
of digital mobile. radio.,
analyzed with the fading conditions
This paperstudiestheperformance
of theoptimum
combiner in digital mobile radio systems. We assume flat
Rayleigh fading across the signal channeland independent
fading between antennas. The averagebit error rate (BER)
of the optimum combiner is studied
for coherent detection
of phase shift keyed (PSK) signals. Analytical and computer simulation results show that optimum combining is
significantly better thanmaximal ratio combiningeven
whenthere are moreinterferersthanreceiveantennas.
Results for typical cellular mobile
radio systems show that
theoptimumcombinercanincreasethe
output SINR
several decibels more than maximalratio combining.
In Section I1we describe the optimum combiner. Section
I11 studies the BERof the optimum combiner when the
desired and interferingsignals are subject to Rayleigh
fading. We discuss analytical results for one interferer
and
Monte Carlo simulation results for multiple interferers.In
SectionIV we considertheoptimumcombinerperformance in cellular mobileradio systems. SectionV discusses
the possible methods for implementing the optimum combiner in mobile radio with a least mean square (LMS) [3]
adaptive array. A summary and conclusions are presented
in Section VI.

PACE diversity provides an attractive means for improvingtheperformance
of mobile radio systems.
With space diversity, the signals from the receiving antennas can be combined to combat multipath fading of the
desired signal and reduce the relative power of interfering
signals.
Previous studies of mobile radio systems (e.g., [l]) have
consideredspacediversityonlyforcombatingmultipath
fading of the desired signal. Interference at each receiving
antenna isassumed to beindependentinthesestudies.
Under this condition, maximalratio combining' [l, p. 3161
producesthehighest
output signal-to-interference-plusnoise ratio (SINR) at the receiver. However, in most systems (in particular, cellular mobile radio systems
[l]) the
11. OPTIMUM
COMBINER
same interfering signalsare present at each of the receiving
antennas. Thus, the receivedsignal5 can be combined to A. Description and Weight Equation
suppress these interfering signals in additionto combating
Fig. 1.shows a block diagram of an M element space
desiredsignalfadingandtherebyachievehigher
output
diversity combiner. The signal received by theith element
SINR than maximalratio combining.
y i ( t ) issplitwitha
quadrature hybrid into an in-phase
The output SINR can be maximized by using adaptive
signal x I i ( t )and a quadrature signal XQi(t).These signals
are thenmultipliedbyacontrollableweight
wIi(t) or
Manuscript received February 25, 1983; revisedNovember 23,1983.
This paper was presented at the International Conference on Communica- wQi(t).The weighted signals are then summed to form the
tions, Boston, MA, June 1983.
The author is with the Radio Research Laboratory,AT&T Bell Labora- array output s,(t).
tories,
Holmdel, NJ 07733.
.
The space diversity combiner can be described mathe'In maximal ratio combining, the receivedsignalsareweighted pro- matically using complexnotation [5]. Let the weight vector
ratios and combinedin
portionately totheir signal-voltage-tenoise-power
phase.
w be given by
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signals are uncorrelated,we can show that
L

R,,

E[ufuT]

= 021+
j=l

I

where u 2 is the noise powerand I is the identity matrix. In
(8) the expected value is taken over a period much less than
the reciprocal of the fading rate (e.g., several bit intervals).
Note that we have assumed that the fading rate is much
less than the bit rate.
Finally, the equation for the weights that maximize the
output SINR is (from [6])

I

WEIGHT
GENERhTION

w = &Flu*
nn d

~

Fig. 1. Block diagram of an M element space diversity combiner.

(9)

where a is a constant,2 and the superscript- 1 denotes the
inverse of the matrix.
B. Discussion

and the received signal vectorx be given by

The received signal consists of the desired signal, thermal
noise, and interferenceand, therefore, can be expressed as
L

x=xd+x,+

xj

(3)

j=l

where xd, x,, and xi are the received desired signal, noise,
and j t h interfering signal vectors, respectively, and L is
the number of interferers. Furthermore, letsd( t ) and si( t )
bethedesiredand
j t h interferingsignalsastheyare
transmitted, respectively, with
E [ s , 2 ( t ) ]= 1

(4)

and
~ [ s : ( t ) ] =I

forl<j<L.

(5)

Then x can be expressed as
x =udsd(t)+x,+

L

ujsj(t)

(6)

j=l

where ud and uj are the desired and j t h interfering signal
propagation vectors, respectively.
The received interference-plus-noise correlation matrix
given by

The mobile radio environment is quite different from the
signal environment in which adaptive arrays (i.e., optimum
combiners)areusuallyemployed.
In atypicaladaptive
array application in a nonfading environment, at the receiverthere are only a few interfering signals, and their
power is much greater than that of the desired signal. The
adaptive array places nulls in the antenna
pattern in the
direction of theseinterferers,greatlysuppressingthese
signals in the array output.In general, an M element array
can null up to M - 2 interfering signals and still optimize
desiredsignalreception.The
output SINRis,therefore,
substantially increasedby the array.
In mobile radio systems,ontheotherhand,
at the
receivertherecanbeseveralinterferingsignalswhose
power is close to that of the desired signal, and numerous
interfering signals whose power is much less than that of
thedesiredsignal.Therefore,thenumber
of interfering
signals may be much greater than M , and the array may
not beable to greatlysuppresseveryinterferingsignal.
Thus,thearrayoutputSINR
may notbemarkedly increased by the array.
To beusefulinmobileradiosystems,however,the
adaptive array does not have
to greatly suppress interfering
signalsorvastlyincreasethe
output SINR.Interfering
signals need onlyto be reduced in power by a few decibels
so that their power is below the sumof the power of other
interferers.Furthermore,asubstantial output SINRimprovementisnotrequiredbecauseaseveraldecibel
increase inoutput SINR can make possible large increases in
thechannelcapacity of thesystem.Thus,althoughthe
signal environment in mobile radio systems is quite differis
ent from that of the typical adaptive array system, adaptive
array techniques can still offer significant advantages.
One other major differenceis the ability of the array to
resolve closely spaced transmitters.
In a nonfading environmenttheadaptivearraycannotsuppress
an interfering

wherethesuperscripts
* and T denoteconjugateand
'Note that a does not affectthe array output SMR (i.e., the array
transpose, respectively. Assuming the noise and interfering performance) and, therefore, we will not consider Its value.
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signal if the angular separation between the interfering andbiner, first determining the output SINR distribution and
then theBER for coherent detectionof PSK. All results are
desired transmiters is too small. In this case, the desired
signal phase difference between receive antennas is nearly compared to those for maximalratio combining.
In cellular mobile radio, the interference plus noise
at
the same as that for the interfering signal. Therefore, the
array cannot both null one signal and enhance reception
of the receiver consists primarilyof cochannel interference.In
the other. Theuse of additional antennas results in a small a typical system, there are numerous cochannel interfering
affectstheperformance
of the
decrease in the required angular separation, but the prob- signals,each ofwhich
optimum combiner. An exact analysis of the performance
lem remains.
In mobile radio, because of multipath, the signal phase is, therefore, quite complicated, especially since, with fadat one antenna is, independent of thesignalphase
at ing, each of these signals has a random amplitude. Thereanother antenna when the antenna separation is greater
fore, in the analysis in this paper,
we consider only the
than halfof awavelength(severalinches
at 800 MHz) strongest interferers individually. The remaining interfering
[l,p. 311].3 Therefore, the adaptive array antenna pattern signalsarecombinedandconsideredaslumped
interis meaningless. Similarly,at the receive antennas, the signal ference that is uncorrelated between antennas. Since with
phases from two different transmit antennas are indepen- Rayleigh fading the in-phase and quadrature components
dent when the transmit antennas are more than half of a of each of the received interfering signals have a Gaussian
wavelength apart. Therefore, for all practical purposes, the distribution, the components of the sum of these signals
received signal phases are independent of vehicle location. alsohaveaGaussian.distribution,
and thesumcanbe
Thus, the resolutionof interfering and desired signals does considered as thermal noise. Thus, under this assumption
not dependon howclosely the vehicles are located. In- the combiner cannot suppress the lumped interference,
and
stead, for all locations, thereis a small probabilitythat the we are thereforeanalyzingaworse
situation sincethe
array cannot resolve the two signals. This occurs. when the actualcombinerperformance
will bebetter.Therefore,
phase differences between the antennas are' nearly the same although this analysis does not show the maximum
imfor both the desired and interfering signals. With moving provement (over maximal ratio combining) with optimum
mobile^,^ however,theperiod
of timewithunresolved
combining, it doesshowmost
of it. Note that ifwe
signals is very brief, ind the performance of the adaptive consideralltheinterferenceaslumpedinterference,the
array can be averaged over the fading. Furthermore, since results are identical to those for maximal ratio combining.
The analysis involves several-parameters which are dethesignalphasedifferencesbetweentheantennas
are
independent,theprobability of unresolvedsigqalswith M fined as follows:
antennas is approximately equalto the probabilityof unremean received desired signal power per
antenna
solvedsignalswithtwo
antennas raised to the M - 1 r =
mean received noise plus interference power (10)
power. Thus, each additionalantenna greatly decreases the
per antenna
probability of unresolved signals, and this probability becomes negligible with only a few antennas.
received desired signal power per
antenna
In summary, in mobile radio the adaptive array cannot
r, = meanmean
(11)
received
noise
power
per
antenna
resolve desiredand interfering signals a small percentage
of
thetime,ratherthanoveragivenangularseparation.
j t h interferer signal power per
antenna
r.= mean received
mean
received
noise
power
per.
antenna
Therefore, we need not be concerned with vehicle location J
for the resolvingof the signals.In the following analysiswe
study the optimum combiner performance averaged over
local mean desired signal power
at the array output
the Rayleigh fading.
=
meannoiseplusinterferencepower at the
array output
111. OPTIMUMCOMBINERPERFORMANCEWITH
FADING
(13)
and
Thissectionstudiestheperformance
of theoptimum
combiner when the received signals are subject to fading.
local mean desired signal power
at the array output
For the analysis we assume flat fading across the channel,
Y=
localmeannoiseplusinterferencepower
with the fading independent between antennas.
We assume
at the array output
that the received signal has an envelope with a Rayleigh
distribution and a phase with a uniform distribution. ,We
study the steady state performance of the optimum comIn theabovedefinitions,meanistheaverage
overthe
31n our analysis we assume the antennas are spaced far enough apartso Rayleighfading, and localmeanistheaverageovera
that the received signal phases are independent.
periodlessthanthereciprocal
of thefading rate (e.g.,
41f allmobiles arestationary,channelreassignment
can beused to
several
bit
durations).
It
is
useful
to note that
eliminate the problem.
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r=

rd

.

ri

I+
j=l

A. Analytical Results with One Interferer

We firstconsider y R withoneinterferer.
determined from [6, weight equation (9)]
yR

= uTR-'u*
d n n d

where from (8)

- 20

-15

-IO

-5

0

yR/I'(dB)

Rnn= 0 2 1 + E[u+T].

(17) Fig. 2. Thecumulativedistributionfunction

We note that with our fading model the components of ud
and u1 are
Gaussian random
that
at
the fading rate. Thus, to determine yR, the expected value
in (17) must be averaged over the Rayleigh fading. It can
also be seen that yR will vary at the fading rate.
The probability density function of y R can be calculated
to be given by [7]

'

of y8 versus y R / r for
optimum combining when the desired and interfenng signals are subject to fadinResultsareshown
for oneinterfererwithseveralvalues
of M and
The distributionfunction for yR withfixedaverage
received SINk is shown to decrease as power
interferer
theof
becomesalarger pro ortion of thetotalnoiseplusinterferencepower.
The decrease 1s even yarger as M increases.

b.

or

.&le-((YR/rd)Mrdl(l- t ) M - 2 dt, (18)
Thus, the cumulative distribution function is given by

(1 - t ) M - 2 dtdx. (19)
In the above equations it is seen that yR can be normalized by r d . Therefore, from (15) we can also normalize yR
by and compare the performance
of optimum combining
to that of maximal ratio combiningforfixedaverage
received SINR.
Fig. 2 shows the cumulative distribution function of y R
versus yR/I' with optimum combining for several values
of
M and r,. The rl = 0' distribution curve is also the distri2 shows
butioncurveformaximalratiocombining.Fig.
that for fixed average receivedSINR the distribution function decreases as the interference power becomes a'larger
proportion of the total noise-plus-interference power. The
decrease becomes even greateras M increases. Thus, optimum combining improves' the receiver's performance the
most when the interferer's power is large compared to the
thermal noise power and there are several antennas.
AS in [7] let us now consider the effect
of a very high
powerinterfereronoptimumcombining.Withoutinterference (or with maximalratio combining) ri = 0, and the
cumulative distribution function is given by

k=l

\"-I)

which agrees with [l,p. 3191. With a.high power interferer
rl= a,and the cumulative distribution function is.given
by

or

Thus, optimum combining with an infinitely strong interferer gives the same results. as maximal ratio combining
without the interferer and with one less antenna. In other
words, optimum combining with a strong interferer and an
additionalanteimawillalways
do' better 'thin maximal
.
.
ratio combining without the interferer.
For digital mobile radio this has the following impact.
Let us consider a system where the required system performance can be achieved with maAmal ratio combining at
the base station receiver and adaptive retranswssion (see
Section V-B) for
base-to-mobile'
transmission.
Then,
another mobile canbe added per channel per cell by using
optimum combining and adding one antenna' at the base
station.Thus,optimumcombiningprovidesarelatively
simple meansfor growth in a' system.
The BER for coherent detection of PSK is given bv
'
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From (18) and (24) the BER for optimum combining with
one interferer can be calculated
to be given by [7]

l-1

-

m2 ( 3 d 8 )

W

c10-3/

T1

- 10
M-2

-5

10 20

5

0

r

!d.B)

15

.

Fig. 3. The average BER versus the average received SINR for optimum
combining with one interferer. Results are shown for several values of
M and r,. The im rovement with o timurn combining (in decibels) is
theaveragereceived
SINR for
shown to be nearb independent
BERs less than lo-*.

OF

12,

where

-

-

m

lo -

1

I

I

I

0

5
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BER = 10-3.

,

8-

I-

Similarly,formaximal ratio combiningthe BER canbe
determined from (21) and (24) as [SI

z

w

B>

6 -

0

K

z

4-

-10

-5

rl

(dB)

Fig. 4. Theimprovement of optimumcombiningover

m-al

ratio

Fig. 3 shows the BER versus the average received SINR
combinin versus rl with one interferer for several values of M and a
lop3 BE#. Results show that as rl and M increase, the improvement
(r)for optimum combining with one interferer. Results
becomes significant.
are shown for several values of M and rl.The results for
I'l = 0 are the same as those for maximal
ratio combining.
difference is the increase in the required received
SINR
Let us define the optimum combining improvement as
with
the
loss
of
one
antenna
with
maximal
ratio
combinthedecrease(indecibels)intheaveragereceived
SINR
required for a givenBER as compared to maximal ratio ing. For example, the required received SINR with maximal ratio combining is 2.3 dh for M = 5 and 4.0 dB for
combining.Fig. 3 shows that theimprovementisnearly
independent of.r for BERs less than lo-*. Thus, for most M = 4. Thus, for M = 5 the optimum combining improvesystems of interest, the improvement is independentof r d ment is 1.7 dB less than maximum for largeri.
and depends only on r, and M . That is, the improvement
depends on the interferer'spower relative to the combined B. Simulation Results with Multiple Interferers
powerof the
power of the other interferers and not the
With two or more interferers, it is extremely difficult to
desired signal.
determineanalytically
the. optimumcombinerperforIn Fig. 4 the optimum combining improvement is plotted
in thissection weuse MonteCarlo
mance.
Therefore,
versus r, for one interferer and several values of M. The
simulation to determine the performanceof optimum comresults are shownfora BERof l o p 3 ,butasdiscussed
bining.' For the simulationwe consider y rather than yR as
above, similar results can be obtained for other
BER values
in the previous section.
(less than l o - * ) . Results show that as rl and M increase,
For a given bit duration, the array output SINR is given
the, improvement also increases.
Fig. 4 also shows the maximum improvement
that can be by
achieved if the interferer is completely nulled in the array
'd
Y=output. Thedifferencebetweenthemaximumandthe
Pi+n
actual improvement for a given M ( M > 2) is shown to be
constant for large r,. From (23) it can be seen that this where Pd is the power of the desired signaland P,+,is the
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nents aie'.~alsoindependentcomplexGaussianrandom
variables. Thus, the probability density function of y can
be determined analytically to begiven by [l,p. 3671

power of the interference plus noise. The desired signal
power is given by

M(+)M-l

where the superscript t denotes complex conjugate transpose. The power of the interference plus noise isgiven by

:I

[

Pi+, = - wt u,

+ j l , uj

1'1

P(Y> =

r(l++)

(37)

M+l

2

and the cumulative distribution function isgiven by
(30)

where u, is the vector of the thermal noise vectors at the
receiver. The components of u, are independent complex
Gaussian random variables with a variance corresponding
to the noise power. The array output SINR is then given
The cumulative distribution of y is plotted versus y / r
inFig. 5. Simulationresultswith
100 000 samplesare
by
shown for optimum combining with two interferers
that
have 3 dBhigherpowerthanthenoise,andanalytical
results are shown for maximal ratio combining.With
100 000 samples there are small deviations in the simulation results only for very small values of the distribution
function.Fig. 5 shows that optimumcombiningsignifiThe weight vector for the optimum combiner is given in cantly decreases the value of the distribution function as
(9). As canbeseenfrom
(8), R,, isHermitian,and
compared to maximal ratio combining. This decrease betherefore, from (9)
comes even greater asM increases.
The BER can be determined from the cumulative distri= (ruTR-1
d nn'
(32) bution function by the equation
Thus, the SINR can be expressed as
(39)

or

With Rayleigh fading, the components
of ud, u,, and uj
are complex Gaussian random variables with zero mean
r d , u2, and 5, respectively.
Therefore,
andvariance
through Monte Carlo simulation, the probability distribution of y can be determined.
We now discuss the distributionof y with maximal ratio
combining so that acomparisontooptimumcombining
can be made. For maximal
ratio combining, the weightsare
given by
w=u$

or

(34)

Thus, the BER foroptimumcombining was determined
from the simulation results using the above equation. Since
the cumulative distribution function canbe determined for
y normalizedby I', fromonesimulationrun
we can
determine the BER'over wide
a
rangeof' r 's. Similarly, the
BER for maximal ratio combining is seen from (37) and
(39) to be given by
M

BER = -

1l/r c0s-l (p)
(1+

= o

XM-l

dx

(41)

.X)M+l

which is numerically equivalentto (27).
For one interferer, the BER results obtained using the
wt = u;.
(35)
above equations (with a simulation using
100 000 samples)
agree
with
the
analytical
results
shown
in
Fig. 3.
Therefore, from(31) the SINR is given by
For two interferers, theBER results are shown in Fig.6.
The simulation used100 000 samples per data point. Fig.6
shows that there is a marked improvement with optimum
combining as the numberof antennas increases. For example,
for
a
BER
of
and M equal
to
5, optimum
combining requires 4.2 dB less SINR than maximal ratio
Since the components of u, + C j ~ ~ uare
, the sum of inde- combining.Thus, in thiscase,optimumcombiningwith
five antennas (which requires - 1.9 dB for a lop3BER) is
pendent complex Gaussian random variables, the compo-
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one interferer when there is also a second interferer with a
3 dBsignal-to-noiseratio.Thesimulationused
100 000
samples per data point. The results are shown for a
BER, but as seen in Fig. 6, these results are similar to the
resultsforotherBER'slessthanFig.
7 .also shows
the maximum iniprovement possible ,if.both interfering
signals are completely nulled in the receiver
output (i.e., the
differencebetweenthemaximal
ratio combinerperformance with and without in'terference). The improvement is
or .more
within about 2 dBof themaximumwithsix
antennas.
of
Fig. 8 showstheimprovementversusthenumber
= 3 dB) interantennas with one to six equal power
Y/r ( d B )
ferers. Again, 100 000 samples per data point were used.
Fig. 5. The cumulative distribution function of y versus y / r for o ti
The improvement is shown to be between 1-6 dB as M
mum combining with two interferers that have 3 dB higher ower ti&
the noise. Analytical results for maximal ratio combining (fl= I?,= 0) varies from 2 to 8. n u s , optimum combining has some
are also shown. Optimum combining is seen to significantly decrease
improvement over maximal ratio combining even with a
the distribution function.
few antennas, and the improvement greatly increases with
the numberof antennas.
Althoughthe results of Fig. 8 are forequalpower
interferers with a particular value of 5, they demonstrate
the following characteristics of optimumcombining that
apply to other interference cases.as well. First, when the
number of antennas is much greater than the number
of
interferers,.the improvement is.limited. That is, in this case
there is little improvement (relative to maximal ratio comThis canalsobeseen
bining)withadditionalantennas.
from 'Figs. 4 and 7. Second, except for the above case; the
increase in the improvement (in decibels) with each additional antenna is approximately constant (about0.6 .dB for
-IO
-5
0
I 55
IO
20
= 3 dB).' Finally, the most interesting characteristic is
r (dB)
number-of
that there is a large improvement even when the

(5

1

'

Fig. 6 . The average BER versus the average received SINR for optimum
combining with two interferers. Results are shown for o timum combiriing 'with two e ual ower interferers (rl = r - 2)
for maximal
=$ .- 0). There is a mqZ;ed improvement with
ratio combining
optimum combming as denumber of antennas increases.

a
n
t

al

I

I

MAXIMUM

I

J i

interferers is greaterthanthenumber

of antennas. T h i s

implies that 'in analyzing'systems we must consider many
interferers individually even if there are only a few antennas. For example, consider the case of five antennas with
six interferers, each with5 equal to 3 dB. From Fig. 8,. the
improvement is 2.7 dB. However,if only five interferers
are
considered individually, and the power of the sixth one is
combined with the thermal noise, 5 is - 1.8 dB 'and the
improvement is only 1.6 dB. Thus, we must consider individually as many interferers as possibleto determine accurately the actual optimum combining improvement.
IV. PERFORMANCEIN TYPICAL SYSTEMS

This section studies the performance of optimum combining in typical cellular mobile radio systems. Using the
-10
-5
0
5
IO
techniques of Section 111, we studyoptimumcombining
r , (dB)
when the signals are subject to Rayleigh fading.5 Optimum
Fig. 7. The improvement of optimumcombiningovermaximal
ratio
at thebase station receiver
combining versus the sipal-to-noise ratio of one interferer when there combiningisstudiedonly
is also a second inter ererwlth a 3 dB signal-to-noise ratio. The because
multiple
antennas
and the
associated
signal
improvement is within about 2 dB of the m m u m improvement with
processing
for
optimum
combining
are
less
costly
to implesix or more antennas.
ment at the basestation than on numerous mobiles. (Adaptive retransmission with time division
better than maximal ratio combining with nine antennas
[l], [9] can be usedto
(which, from (27), requires - 1.7 dB for a 10- BER).
51n an actual mobile 'radio system,thesignals are alsosubject to
Fig. 7 shows the optjmum combiner improvement over
shadow fading [9] which greatly complicates analysis. We therefore only
maximal ratio combining versus the signal-to-noise
ratio of consider Rayleigh fading so that system comparisons can easily be made.
I

I
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I

I

I

I

1

4

I

I

I

1

I

3

4

5

6
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TABLE I
COMPARISON
OF OFTIMUM
AND MAXIMAL RATIO COMBINING
IN
TYPICAL MOBILE
RADIO SYSTEMS-THE NUMBER
OF ANTENNAS
REQUIRED AND THE SINR MARGIN FOR A 10- BER

e
m
Fig. 8. The improvement of optimum combining versus the number of
antennas with one to six equal power interferers. The improvement IS
between 1-6 dB as M varies from 2 to 8.
2

I

I

improve reception at the mobile with multiple base station
"Margins are accurate to within a few tenths of a decibel and were
antennas only (see Section 'V-B).) As before, all results for determined from simulation results using100 OOO samples.
optimum combining are compared to maximal ratio comantenna ismuchgreater.Withthesamegeometryand
bining.
Analysis of optimum combining with numerous inter- three channel sets, even though only a few antennas are
ferers requires a substantial amountof computer time.It is required with maximalratio combining, optimum combintherefore nearly impossible to' determine the average per- ing increases the margin by2-3 dB. With centrally located
base stations and frequency reuse in every cell, optimum
formance of theadaptivearrayinthetypicalcellular
combining substantially reduces the number of antennas.
systemwithrandommobilelocations.Therefore,inthis
As
few as 11 antennas are required with optimum combinsection we consideraworstcasescenarioonly,i.e.,the
ing
as
compared
to morethan 50 withmaximal ratio
mobile transmitting the desired signal at
is the point in the
combining.
Finally,
with three channel sets, optimum comcellfarthestfromthebasestation,andtheinterfering
bining
requires
one
less
antenna and has higher margins.
mobiles in the surrounding cells are as close as possibleto
Thus,
the
improvement
with optimum .combining is the
the base station of the desired mobile. Furthermore, in the
largest
in
systems
where
a
large
number
of antennas is
analysis we consider only the six strongest interferersindirequired
because
of
low
received
SINR.
However,
even
vidually. The power of the other interferers is combined
with
high
SINR
and
few
antennas,
the
improvement
is 2
and considered as thermal noise.
dB
or
more.
Therefore,
the
results
for
typical
cellular
The systems studied involve two different cell geometries
with hexagonal cells.In one geometry the base stationsare systems agree with those of Section I11 (i.e., Fig. 8).
In anactualsystem
wewouldexpecttheoptimum
located at the cell center, and in the other geometry the
combining
improvement
to
be even greaterthan that shown
base stations are at the three alternate comers of the cell
in
Table
I
because
of
the,
following
three reasons. First, all
and are equipped with sectoral horns. In the latter geomethe
channels
in
all
the
cells
may
not
always be occupied.
try, each of the base station's three antennas has a
120"
will
beless,andthe
Thus,
the
total
interference
power
beamwidth and serves the three adjoining cells.
We also
power
of
the
strongest
interferers
(when
transmitting) relaconsider both frequency reuse in every cell and the use of
tive
to
the
power
of
the
sum
of
the
other
interferers5 will
threechannelsets.Furthermore,becauseinthetypical
As
shown
in
Section
111,
as
5
increases,the
be
higher.
systemthesignalstrengthfallswiththeinverse
of the
optimum
combining
improvement
increases.
Second, with
distance raised to between the third and fourth power, we
random
mobile
locations
rather
than
the
worst
case,
the
also consider these two extremes?
total
interference
power
will
be
lower.
Thus,
5
forthe
The performance of optimum combining and maximal
strongest
interferers
(those
closest
to
the
desired
mobile's
ratio combining in typical mobile radio systems is shown in
so will the
base station) will behigher,andtherefore,
Table I. For each of the systems described above, Table I
I
only
the six
improvement.
Third,
for
the
results
in
Table
lists the number of antennas required to achieve a low3
strongest
interferers
were
considered
individually,
and
thus
BER and the average output SINR margin. We also show
the
results
are
somewhat
pessimistic.
the margin with an additional antenna.
Finally, we note that in actual systems the fading can be
Theresultsshow
that with three-comerbase station
non-Rayleigh
with direct paths existing between an intergeometry and frequency reusein every cell, optimum comfering
mobile
and a basestation (i.e., the fading might not
bining more than halves the required numberof ,antennas.
be
independent
at each antenna). Under these conditions,
Furthermore,theincreaseinmargin
with an additional
the performance of maximal ratio combining can be significantlydegraded whileoptimumcombiningcanstill
%
' e calculation of the ower of the signals in these cellular systems
will not be described here.h e method is similar to that describedIn [lo]. achieve the maximumoutput SINR.
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V. IMPLEMENTATION

In this section we discuss the implementation of optimum combining in mobile radio.
We consider the use of an
LMS [3] 'adaptive array at the base station receiver and
adaptiveretransmissionwithtimedivisionforbase-tomobiletransmission. For theLMSadaptive
array, we
discuss the dynamic range, reference signal generation, and
modulation technique.
A. The LMS Adaptive Array
I ) Description: Of the various adaptive array techniques
[2]-[4] that canbeusedinmobileradio,theLMStechnique appears to be the most practical one for mobile radio Fig. 9. Block diagram of an M element LMS adaptive array.
because it is nottoo complex to implement and it does not
desired and interfering signals. However, the weights .must
require that thedesiredsignalphasedifferencebetween
also change much more slowly than the data rate so that
antennas be known a priori at the receiver.
the data modulation is not altered. It has been shown [ l l ]
of an M elementLMS
Fig. 9 showsablockdiagram
that
for PSK signals the maximum rate of change in the
adaptive array. It is similar to the optimum combiner of
0.2
data distortionisabout
Fig. 1 except for the additionof a reference signalr ( t ) and weightswithoutsignificant
. shown in Fig. 9, the array output is times the data rate. For the typical mobile radio system,
an error signal e ( t )As
subtracted from a reference signal (described below) r ( t ) themaximumfading rate is about 70 Hz (for a carrier
frequency of 840 MHz and a vehicle speed of 55 mi/h),
to formtheerrorsignal
e ( t ) . Theelementweightsare
and
the code rate is 32 kbits/s. Thus, the permissible range
generated from the error signal and the x I i ( t )and x e , ( t )
in
signal
power at the array input is given by
signals by using the LMS algorithm which minimizes the
power of the error signal.
0.2 x 32 x lo3
Dynamic Range=
The reference signal is used by the array to distinguish
70
between the desired and interfering signalsat the receiver.
A 20 dB.
(42)
It must be correlated with the desired signaland'uncorreThe received signds in a mobile radio system vary by
latedwithanyinterference.Undertheseconditionsthe
more
than 20 dB, however, and therefore automatic transminimization of the power of the error signal suppresses
interfering signals and enhances the desired signal in the mitter power control (which could add significantly to the
to control the powerof
array output. Generation of the reference signal in digital cost of the mobile radio) is required
the strongest signals at the receiver. With this power reamobile radio systems is described in Section V-A3).
Wenow considertheweightequationfortheLMS
sonablyfixed,thedynamicrangedeterminesthepower
adaptive array inamobileradiosystem.
In thetypical
ratio of the strongestto the weakest received signalthat the
system the bit rate is 32 kbits/s, and the carrier frequency array can track. A 20 dB dynamic range is certainly not
is about 840 MHz. With the signal bandwidth1.5 times the large, but it is more than adequate for mobile 'radio
for the
bit rate, the relative bandwidthof the mobile radio channel reasons described below.
is only 0.006 percent, and we can consider the signal as
In the mobile radio systems studied in this paper (see
narrow band. For narrow-band signals, the weight equa- Section IV), the average received SINR at each antenna is
tion for theLMS array is given by[6, .eq. (9)], i.e., the LMS relatively small. This is because an adaptive array is not
adaptive array maximizes theoutput SINR. However, these needed when the received SINR is large. For example, for
are the steady state weights, and in mobileradio the signal maximal ratio combining with two antennas, an average
environment is continuously changing. Therefore,we must received SINR at each antenna of 11 dB [l] is required for
consider the transient performance of the array. That is, coherent detectionof PSK with a lop3BER. For optimum
combiningtherequired SINR islesswithtwo
antennas
becausetheweightsareconstantlychanging,theperformance will be degraded somewhat from
that of the opti- and, of course, even lower with more antennas. Thus, the
20 dB forallcases of
mum combiner. (Analysis of the transient performance is received SINR ismuchlessthan
interest. (It is typically between - 5 and 5 dB.)
not considered in this paper.) Also, we must consider the
Asmallreceived SINR affects array operation as foldynamic rangeof the LMS adaptive array.
2) Dynamic Range: One limitation of the LMS adaptive lows. First, if the power of an interfering signal is more
array techniqueisthedynamicrangeoverwhich
it can than 20 dB below the desired signal's powerat an antenna,
operate. In an LMS adaptive array, the speed of response thearrayneednottracktheinterferingsignal
at that
to the weights is proportionalto the strength of the signals antenna because it has a neghgible effect on the
output
at the array input. For the array to operate properly, the
SINR. Second, if the powerof an interfering signal is more
weights must change fast enoughto track the fadingof the than 20 dB higher than the desired signal's
Dower at an
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m
antenna, the array need not track the desired signal atthat
ARRAY
.a
BANDWIDTH
antenna because the resulting weight for the antenna will
OUTPUT
FILTER
be almost zero. Thus, because the received SINR is small
ADAPTIVE
in the systems where theLMS adaptive arrayis practical, a
20 dB dynamic range is adequate. Notethat if the received
HARDLIMITER
SINR islarge (e.g., greater than 20 dB, asinalightly
loaded system), theLMS adaptive arraywill have the same
performance as maximalratio combining.
3) Reference Signal Generationand Modulation Technique: The LMS adaptive array must be able
to distinguish Fig. 10. Reference signal generation loo with the adaptive array. When
the desiredsi nal is a biphasesprea&pectrurnsignal,thereference
between the desired signal and any interfering signals. This signal
'is correfated with It but not with any interference.
is accomplished through the use
of a reference signal as
discussed in Section V-A1). The reference signal must be
respectively. This increase in interference power is canceled
incorrelatedwiththedesiredsignalanduncorrelatedwith
by theprocessinggain of spreadspectrum,butthe
creased number of interferers degrades the performance
of
any interference.
A reference signal generation technique that allows for the LMS adaptive array. Furthermore,2( k - 1) cochannel
signal discrimination is described in [12] and involves the interferersare now present within the desired mobile's cell.
use of pseudonoise codes with spread-spectrum techniques.Thus, even with a small spreading ratio (e.g.,5 or less) the
To generatethespread-spectrumsignalthepseudonoise
perforinsince of the LMS adaptive array with the biphase
code symbols, generated from a maximal length feedback
spread-spectrum signal can beworse than that of maximal
shift register, are mixed with lower speed voice
(data) bits, ratio combining, making theLMS system impractical.
and the resulting bits are used to generate a PSK signal.
The bandwidth increase with spread spectrum and
its
The code modulation frequency is an integer multiple of associated problems can be overcome in the following
way.
the voice bitrate,andthismultiple
isdefinedasthe
The biphase spread-spectrum signal is combined with .an
spreading ratio k.
orthogonal biphase signal modulated
by the voice bits only
(see [13]). The data modulation rate of theorthogonal
The referencesignal.isgeneratedfrom'thebiphase
spread-spectrum signal using the loop shown in Fig.
10. biphase signal is the same as the code modulation rate of
thebiphasespread-spectrumsignal.TheresultingfourThe array output is first mixedwith a locally generated
phase signal therefore has a bandwidth determined by the
signal modulated by the pseudonoise code. When the codes
of the locally generated signal and the desired signal in thedata rate only, i.e., the bandwidth is not increased by the
spreadingratio.Furthermore,areferencesignalforthe
array output aresynchronized,thedesiredsignal'sspectrum is collapsed to the data bandwidth. Themixer output four-phasesignalcanbegeneratedfrom
its biphase
is then passed through a filter with. this bandwidth. The
spread-spectrumsignalcomponentusingtheloopdebiphase desired signal is therefore unchanged by the filter. scribed earlier. As shown in [14], the performance of the
The filter output is then hard limited so that the reference LMS adaptive array with the four-phase signal is close to
signal will have constant amplitude. The hard-limiter out- that with the biphase signal. Therefore, iyith this system,
put is mixed with the locally generated signalto produce a we can generate a reference signal without any increase in
biphase reference signal. The reference signal is therefore
interferencepower or the numberof interferers and achieve
an amplitudescaledreplica
of thedesiredsignal.Any
an improvement withan 'LMS adaptive array close tothat
interference signal without the proper code has its wave- for optimum combining which is shown in Sections
I11 and
IV.
form drastically altered by the reference loop. When the
codedlocallygeneratedsignalismixedwiththe
interWe now describe the modulation technique in detail by
ference, the interference spectrum is spread by the code
describing three possible ways to modulate the four-phase
to
bandwidth. The bandpass filter further changes the inter- signal.Thesimplesttechniqueisforthevoicebits
modulate only the orthogonal biphase signal. The biphase
ferencecomponentout
of themixer.As
aresult,the
spread-spectrum signal then contains the code plus
data
interference at the array output is uncorrelated with the
reference signal. Thus, with spread spectrum, a reference
bits for transferring information from the mobile
to the
bandsignal is continuously generatedthat is correlated with the basestation.Withthisfirsttechnique,thesignal
desired signal and uncorrelated with any interference.Fur- width correspondsto the voice bit rate r (e.g., 32 kbits/s).
thermore, since pseudonoise codes are used, every mobile However, the energy-per-bit-to-noise (interference) density
can be distinguishedby a unique code.
ratio Eb/No is half that of abiphasesignal.Thus,the
Unfortunately,spreadspectrumincreasesthebiphase
improvement with anLMS adaptive arrayis 3 dB less than
signal bandwidth by a factor of k and therefore increases that shown in Sections I11 and IV. A data channel is also
both the total cochannel interferencepower and the num- available,however,withan r / k data rate.Furthermore,
ber of interferers in cellular mobile radio. For example,
since the<E,/N, for the data bits is k times that for the
withfrequencyreuseineverycell,thecochannelintervoice bits (because of the spread spectrum), the BER for
ferencepower and thenumber of interferersfromsurthe data bits is very low.
rounding cells are increased by factors of k and 2k - 1,
If a data channel is not required, then voice bits can
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replace the data bits. With this second technique, the voice
TABLE I1
FOUR-PHASE
SIGNAL PARAMETERS FOR THREE MODULATION
bits are split into twochannels,onemodulatingthe
biTECHNIQUESIN AN LMS ADAPTIVE ARRAY SYSTEM
phase spread-spectrum signal and the other modulating the
I
Technique I Rcktivc I .
Sorod-Swrum
I
Ollho~olul
orthogonal biphase signal. The bitrate for the latter thanh f o ~ t i o !E*:~ ~b ~
nel is k times that for the biphase spread-spectrum signal.
The signal bandwidth is reduced
by k / ( k 1) ascom.pared to the first technique. However, the Eb/No of the
Voice
r k/ (/ k2 + I )
Voice
(-)I
k times
voice bits on the biphase spread-spectrum signal is
3
1/k:l
Voice
r
/
k
(
k
/
(
+
k
l
+
)
I
)
Voice
that on the orthogonal biphase signal. Through appropriate
coding techniques, this difference can be used to improve
'The code modulation rate is k times the bit rate.
bRelative to biphase signals.
the overall BER.
We can equalize the' BER for both channelsby decreasCODE
ingthepower of the biphase spread-spectrum signal by
(A)
l/k. With this third technique theEb/No for the voice bits
is just k / ( k + 1) times that for abiphasesignal.For
FOUR-PHASE
example, with k equal to 5 , the improvement withab LMS
VOICE BITS
OSCILLATOR
SIGNAL
(*A).
adaptive array is 0.8 dB less than that shown in Sections
I11 and IV. 'Table I1 summarizes the above results for the
VOICE BITS
three modulation techniques.
(A)
Ablock diagram.of thefour-phasesignalgeneration
Fig. 1 1 . Block diagram of the four-phase signalgenerationcircuit
for
circuitry for the three modulation techniques is shown in
the LMS adaptive array. A biphase spread-spectrum signal,modzated
by code symbols lus data or voice bits, is combined with an orthogoFig. 11. The code symbols of duration A are mixed with
nal biphase sign$ modulated by voice bits, to generate the four-phase
eithervoice or data bits of duration kA. Theresulting
.
signal.
symbols modulate a local oscillator to generate a biphase
spread-spectrum signal. As shown in the lower portion of much shorter than the fading rate (e.g., transmitting in 10
Fig. 11, voice bits, also of duration A, modulate the local bitblocks), we can achievetheadvantages of the LMS
oscillator, signal shifted by 90" to generate the orthogonal technique at both the mobileand the base station.
biphasesignal.Thissignalisthencombinedwiththe
With adaptive retransmission using the LMS technique,
biphasespread-spectrumsignalto obtain thefour-phase each base station transmits in a way that maximizes the
signal. By adjustingthebiphasespread-spectrumsignal
power of the signal received by the desired mobile relative
voice or to the total power of thesignalreceivedby
level with p and modulating this signal with either
all other
data bits, we cangenerateany of thethreefour-phase
mobiles.Thus, at themobiles,interferingbase
station

+

I,::,

(-)I

signals listed in Table 11.

B. Base -to -Mobile Transmission

signals are suppressed and the improvement in the perfor-

mance with the LMS technique as compared to maximal
ratio combiningshouldbesimilar
to that at thebase
stations. The actual improvement for given
a
mobile, howof every
ever,dependsontheinterferenceenvironment
base station. Because of the complexity of the analysis, we
willnotstudythisimprovementindetail.
It shouldbe
noted, though,that for base-to-mobile transmission, spread
spectrum on the signal is not required because a reference
signal is not generated at the mobile. Therefore, without
the degradation with the modulation scheme in the mobileto-base transmission (see Section V-A-3), the BER at the
mobile may be lower than that at the base station.

As we have shown, the LMS technique can significantly
improve signal receptionat the. base station. This improvementis, of course,alsodesired at themobile.However,
since there are many more mobiles than base stations, it is
economically desirable to add the complexity of the LMS
technique (particularly multiple antennas) only
to the base
stations.
Adaptive retransmission with time division
[l], [9] can be
used to improve reception at the mobile with multiple base
station antennas only.Withadaptiveretransmission,the
base station transmits at the same frequency asit receives,
VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
using the complex conjugateof the receiving weights. With
timedivision,asinglechannelistimeshared
by both
In this paper we have studied optimum combining for
directions of transmission. Thus, with the LMS technique, digital mobile radio systems. The combining technique is
duringmobile-to-basetransmissionthe antenna element optimum in that it maximizesthe output SINR at the
weights are adjusted to maximize the signal-to-noise ratio receiver even with cochannel interference. We determined
at the receiveroutput. During base-to-mobile transmission, the BER performance of optimum combining in a Rayleigh
the complex conjugateof the receiving weights are usedso fading environment and compared the performance to
that
that the signals from the basestation antennas combine to of maximal ratio combining.Resultsshowed
that with
enhance reception of the signal at the desired mobile .and cochannelinterference .there issomeimprovementover
to suppressthissignal
at othermobiles.Therefore,by
maximal ratio combining with only a few receiving antenkeeping the time intervals for transmitting and receiving
nas,butthereissignificantimprovementwithseveral
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antennas.Withoptimumcombining,thetypicalcellular
system was seen to have greater margins and require fewer
antennas than with maximal ratio combining. Finally, we
described how optimum combining can be implemented in
mobile radio with .LMS adaptive arrays. Thus, we have
for
shown that optimum combining is a practical means
increasing the channel capacity and performanceof digital
mobile radio systems.
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